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Introduction 

This CrownPeak Search Tag Reference Guide describes the available search tags that 

can be used in any of the search templates to access spidered information (such as 

meta-tags). It also describes how to format search results to meet client needs. 

The search system offers up to twenty customized templates under the templates 

navigation item. They are all pre-named to specific tasks—but can be renamed to 

suit any purpose. The current names are just placeholders that include examples of 

how to display various results within the search system. If more than twenty 

templates are needed, you will need to contact IT. 

Note: If you change the name of the template, the URL to reference that particular 

template will also need to change (see description below). 

Search templates are written in an HTML variant language that is somewhat 

awkward as a programming language, but well suited for speed and simplicity when 

used in conjunction with HTML. Speed is a very important requirement with the 

search system. Some of the tags may seem archaic, but are used with efficiency in 

mind. 

While the available tags do permit processing that is normally reserved for alternate 

request processing languages like JSP, PHP, ASPX, etc., it is highly recommended 

that you NOT use the search system as a generic website hosting facility (i.e., serve 

the homepage of a website from the search system). The search system is built with 

some redundancy, but not at the level to support the 100% uptime that is needed 

for most website homepages. 

CrownPeak Search tags should allow you to customize the search results in any 

possible way that the client requests, while still keeping performance up to expected 

levels. 
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Getting Help 

Online Reference 

The entire contents of this document can be found online via the CrownPeak CMS 

Help menu. Please refer to the online version for the latest version of the help 

system. In addition to this help guide, there are several online links to other sources 

of information, and extensive reporting options. 

Support Numbers 

CrownPeak Technology can be reached at 

5880 West Jefferson Blvd. 

Suite G 

Los Angeles, CA 90016 

(310) 841-5920 
support@crownpeak.com 

The support@crownpeak.com e-mail address should only be used for emergencies and 

off hour support requests.  In general, please contact your client service director.  

Support Policy 

A certain number of service hours are included in each contract. These hours can be 

used for: 

� Updates to templates. 

� Training of additional staff. 

� Requests pertaining to issues not caused by the CrownPeak CMS system. 

� Requests for advice on site construction, capabilities of the system etc. 

� Issues arising from changes to published pages on the target system. 

If an issue is determined to be due to an error in the core CMS system (not the 

implementation). the service hours will not be charged for the work. 

New templates will require an extension of the current service agreement. 

Any time above the included service hours will be billed at an hourly rate. 

CrownPeak may change the interfaces as part of the upgrade process. New 

documentation will be provided with each interface update. While these changes may 

require a certain amount of re-learning, they are often created as a result of making 

the interfaces more efficient, more secure etc. 

For more information regarding support, please refer to the troubleshooting guide. 
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Search Template Tag Reference 

The CrownPeak Search system provides up to 20 templates that can be used to 

customize the output of any search result. These templates can be used to provide 

back user search requests, JavaScript-based reports like “What's New” or more 

complex navigation schemes like Guided Navigation. 

The different templates are referenced in much the same way that typical .asp or 

.jsp files are requested from the web server. The following URL indicates this: 

� http://search.crownpeak.com/cpt_search/result_1 - accesses the template called 

result_1.  

Conversely, 

� http://search.crownpeak.com/cpt_search/my_page - references the template 

called my_page 

Variables 

Variables used in the search templates are used for basic data movement. Most of 

the variables referenced will come from the URL or from results of tag-specified 

routines. For example, “cgi.q” typically represents the user's query passed to the 

template from an HTML form with a text input field of name “q.” Similarly, tags such 

as “search” generate variables to be used in printing out information. For example, 

“result.title” typically refers to the title of one of the pages that were returned within 

the search results.  

As you have seen, variables are broken into object classes to better reflect their 

purpose or source of information. Variables with the prefix “cgi” always refer to 

variables passed into the template from HTML forms. Other prefixes are generated 

on demand based on the tag or function used. 

Tags 

The template’s function is defined by custom tags that are used to indicate to the 

search system what action to perform. These custom tags are similar in syntax to 

HTML and are denoted with <# and #> delimiters. Note that the differences from 

HTML tags are the addition of a “#” after and before the “>” and “<” signs.  

By default, any variable referenced with the <# variable #> style prints out the 

content of that variable. Note that content with the variable is HTML escaped to 

ensure that the search user can correctly read the information printed. This includes 

translating < to &lt; > to &gt; “ to &quot; etc. If you wish to print out information 

without this HTML transformation, refer to the “print” tag. 

Following are the understood tags by the search system and examples of how they 

can be used in any of the search templates. 

The functions available in the content object are: 

exit 

Stops the page processing and returns any generated results. Similar to 

“response.end.”  
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<# exit #>  

assign variable=“text” 

Assigns the text enclosed by the assign tags to the variable specified as “text.” 

<# assign variable=“my_text” #>The my_text variable is set 

to this text<#/assign#> 

And now we can print it: <# my_text #> 

cluster 

<# #> 

date subtract=X add=X interval=X value=X format=“text” 

Prints out the date specified by value, converted using subtract or add, and 

formatted using the specified format. 

The format string is a combination of: 

� M - month number 

� MM - month number - zero padded 

� MON – 3-letter month 

� MONTH - full month 

� DDD - days in year 

� D - days in month - zero padded 

� D - days in month  

� LD - last day in month  

� DW - day in week 

� DY - 3 letter weekday 

� DAY - full weekday 

� YYYY – 4-letter year 

� YY  - 2-letter year 

� WW - week in year 

� W - week in month 

� HH - hours in day 

� HH24 - 24 hours in day 

� MI - minutes in hour 

� SS - seconds in minute 

Interval is one of: 

� s - seconds 

� i - minute 

� h - hours 

� d - days 
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� o - months 

� y - years 

Today: <# date format=“MM/DD/YYYY” #> 

Thursday: <# date value=“Wed Sept 28, 2005” add=1 

interval=“d” format=“MM/DD/YYYY” #> 

Yesterday: <# date add=-1 interval=“d” format=“MM/DD/YYYY” 

#> 

Last Day of month: <# date format=“MM/LD/YYYY” #> 

distinct field=“text” use=“variable” fieldnameX=fieldvalueX 

sortdir=“asc|desc” page=X  

Creates a list of unique values for a particular field given the specified fieldnameX 

and fieldvalueX filters. Basically, it is used when you want to know all the values for 

a particular content field. For example, which countries are being used or which 

states are actually referenced in the content field. This functionality allows you to 

create smarter forms or navigation devices that only display values that exist 

somewhere in the web site as apposed to all possible values. 

The fieldnameX=fieldvalueX are any fields that you want to use to segment the 

results even further. 

SortDir causes the resulting list to be sorted with respect to the “field” in ascending 

or descending order. 

<# distinct field=“states” use=“my_state_list” country=“USA” 

#> 

<select name=“states”> 

<# foreach variable=“my_state_list” use=“item” #> 

<option><# item.value #> 

<# /foreach #> 

</select> 

duration start=date end=date 

Provides an alternate way to display dates and times. Instead of just displaying the 

date, the “duration” tag shows the specified time span using the following format: 

� 2 seconds ago 

� 4 hours ago 

� 1 year ago 

Note that “date” can be the date/time in seconds or a regular date string “Mon Dec 

4th, 2005.” 

8914567 seconds is <# duration start=0 end=“8914567” #> 

March was <# duration start=“03/10/04” #> ago. 

If took <# duration start=“03/10/04” end=“03/10/05” #>. 
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foreach variable=“text” counter=“text” limit=X use=“list”  

“Foreach” loops through a specified list and sets the “use” variable to the list 

contents. The list size is set in “foreach_size” and the current entry name is set to 

“foreach_name” (when looping through table size as cgi). 

If no “use” field is specified then “foreach” is used by default. 

The counter variable is incremented for each loop iteration. If not specified 

“foreach_count” is used. 

The limit attribute enforces a maximum loop iteration size. 

The fields specified within “list” are dependent on what variable is used. See 

examples: 

<#foreach variable=“my_search_results” use=“result”#> 

Loop <# foreach_count #>: url is <# result.url #> 

<#/foreach#> 

 

<#foreach variable=“cgi” limit=5 #> 

The current cgi variable is <# foreach_name #>. Its value is 

<# foreach #> 

<#/foreach#> 

 

To loop through a list of cgi variables use: 

<#foreach variable=“cgi.url, cgi.username, cgi.title” 

use=“url, username, title”#> 

  <# url #> - <# username #> - <# title #> 

<#/foreach#> 

guided [action=“location”] search=“my_results” fields=“text” 

titles=“text” limit=5 size=5 inc=100 use=“text” 

Used to provide guided navigation elements. After a search is performed the guided 

tag processes the results (in a similar manner to the cluster tag) and provides 

breakdown of field values.  

� search - specifies the variable that holds the search results  

� fields - the content field list that you want to use as navigation elements 

� titles - the titles to use for each field (must be in same order as fields) 

� limit - maximum number of fields to offer as search refinement 

� size - maximum number of choices per each field 

� inc - specifies the increment used on numerical fields such as price 

� use - specifies the variable to use to contain the results of the breakdown 

<# guided  

   fields=“model, color, price, size, type” 

   titles=“Shirt Model, The Color, Our Price, Size, Style” 

   use=“result” 

   limit=5 
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   size=5 

   inc=100 

   search = ”my_results” 

#> 

<tr> 

<td align=right><b><# result.title #>:</b>&nbsp;</td> 

<td align=left> 

<# foreach variable=“result.values” #> 

  <a 

href=“<#print text=foreach.link_url#>“><# foreach.term #></a> 

  <font color=“cccccc”><sup>(<# foreach.count #>)</sup></font> 

<# /foreach #> 

</td> 

</tr> 

<# /guided #>  

 

Use location to specify what fields are currently being used to 

filter results: 

<# guided 

   action=“location” 

   fields=“model, color, price, size, type” 

   titles=“Shirt Model, The Color, Our Price, Size, Style” 

   use=“result” 

#> 

<#result.value#> <a title=“Delete Selection” 

href=“<#print variable=“result.delete_url”#>“><b>(X)</b></a> &raq

uo; 

<# /guided #> 

htmlselect name=“text” value=“text” variable=“text” text=“text”  

Shorthand in printing out an HTML select drop-down menu. 

� name - the HTML form name to use 

� variable - the variable that holds which dropdown item is selected 

� text - the list of text display elements for the drop-down (comma-delimited) 

� value - the list of values for the drop-down (comma delimited) 

<#htmlselect name=“category” variable=“cgi.category” 

value=“,shirt,shoes,pants,hats” 

text=“All,Shirts,Shoes,Pants,Hats” #> 
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if isDefined=“variable” isNotDefined=“variable” hasText=“variable” 

isNull=“variable” isNotNull=“variable” isOdd=“text” isEven=“text” 

variable=“text” startsWith=“text” endsWith=“text” equals=“text” 

notequals=“text” greater=“text” less=“text” containts=“text” 

value=“text” 

Conditionally executes the contained text based on the tags used to formulate the 

expression. 

� isNotDefined - true if the variable is not defined. An undefined variable is a 

variable that has not been assigned a value or seen as part of the cgi arguments 

passed into the template. 

� isDefined - true if the variable is defined 

� isNotNull - true if the variable contains some value either as text, table, or a list 

� isNull - true if the variable is defined but does not contain any value 

� isOdd - true if the variable specified contains text that is not divisible by two 

� isEven - true if the variable specified contains text that is divisible by two 

� variable - specifies the variable to be tested against given the next functions: 

• startsWith - true if the variable text starts with the specified text 

• endsWith - true if the variable contains the specified ending text 

• equals - true if the variable text is equal to the specified text 

• notequals - true if the variable text does NOT equals the specified text 

• greater - true if the variable is greater than the specified text 

• less - true if the variable is less than the specified text 

• contains - true if the variable contains the specified text 

• length_equals - true if the variable string length equals the provided number 

• length_not_equals - true if the variable string length does not equal the 

provided number 

• length_less - true if the variable string length is smaller than the provided 

number 

• length_greater - true if the variable string length is larger than the provided 

number 

� value - specifies a piece of text to be used instead of a variable for the above 

comparison functions 

Note that the tag “else” can be used within the “if” condition to specify an alternative 

action. 

<# if isnotnull=“result.title”#><# title 

#><#else#>Default<#/if#> 

 

<# if variable=“result.size” greater=10#> 

Large 

<# else #> 

  <# if variable=“result.size” greater=5#> 
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  Medium 

  <# else #> 

  Small 

  <#/if #> 

<#/if #> 

 

<# if isnull=“cgi.color”#> 

You forgot to enter the color! 

<# /if #> 

include url=“text” wrap=“text” system=“text” template=“text” 

Includes the appropriate text into the current template. 

� url - specifies a URL include name (configured in Configure->Textual->Url 

Include)  

� wrap - specifies a URL wrap name (configured in Configure->Textual->Url 

Include) 

� template - specifies another template within the current account. 

� system - one of the system-defined text includes. These includes are static 

across all templates and provide quick ways to incorporate basic functionality in 

templates. They are as follows: 

• acronym - includes a basic “may also mean” acronym suggestion html 

• back_links - shows pages that link to the current page (based on URL) 

• breadcrumbs - show where you are in the sitemap (based on URL). This 

assumes you are generating a sitemap after indexing. 

• my_recent_searches - displays a short list of the users past searches 

• new_pages - shows a list of new pages that the crawler last encountered 

• promotions - basic promotion HTML 

• recent_phrases - shows the past few phrases all users have searched for 

• recent_referrer - shows where users have recently linked from 

• related - includes a basic “related to” related terms HTML 

• search - includes a basic search result template 

• similar_pages - includes a basic similar pages list 

• spelling - includes a basic “did you mean” spelling HTML 

• top_pages - shows the most popular pages 

• top_phrases - shows the most popular search phrases 

• top_terms - shows the most popular search terms 

* All system templates are always available but cannot be modified. If you wish to 

modify the base template, copy the text into the template (replacing the include) 

and modify as needed.  

* Wrap is similar to “URL” but will instead wrap the URL around the current 

template at the point specified in the Url Include wrap pattern.  
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<# include url=“header” #>  

<# include wrap=“search_wrap” #>  

<# include template=“result_2” #>  

<# include system=“my_recent_searches” #>  

load name=“text” use=“variable” maximum=X 

Loads a particular report/list from the search system. The following reports are 

available: 

� name - name of the report to load 

• back_links 

• breadcrumbs 

• my_recent_searches 

• top_pages 

• top_phrases 

• top_terms 

• recent_referrers 

• recent_phrases 

• similar 

• whats_new 

Which roughly correspond to the system templates that can be included. 

<#load name=“back_links” use=“results”#> 

<#foreach variable=“results” use=“result”#> 

<b><#foreach_count#>.</b> <a 

href=“/cpt_redirect/<#result.id#>?account=<#account#>&qid=<#qid#>“><#pr

int variable=“result.title” crop=20#></a><br> 

<#/foreach#>  

map text|variable=“text” context=“text” split=“text” join=“text” 

Provides a centralized way to perform data mapping from one type of text to 

another. This function is particularly useful when using content fields that specify a 

number that need to be translated into a word when printed to the end user. 

� text|variable - the text or variable contents to map 

� context - the context of the map as indicated in Configure->Textual->Mapping 

� split - the characters used to split the text or variable contents into the individual 

mapping words 

� join - the character to use when joining back the split words 

� use - the variable to contain the results. If not specified the results are printed. 

<# map context=“sku” text=result.sku #> 

 

Given 

sku - 44567 - “T-shirts” 
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sku - 56324 - “Pants” 

sku - 99876 - “Jackets” 

 

with result.sku = 56324 the above would print 

Pants 

math increment=“variable” decrement=“variable” variable=“text” 

add=X subtract=X divide=X multiply=X 

Provides some very basic math functions that can be used on variables. 

<# set variable=“my_count” value=0 #> 

<# math increment=“my_count” #>  

<# my_count #> prints 1 

<# math variable=“my_count” add=10#>  

<# my_count #> prints 11 

print variable=“variable” text=“text” value=“text” crop=X count=X 

start=X type=“javascript|date|bytes|integer” [format=“text”] 

case=“upper|lower|title” 

Use the “print” tag when you need better formatting options than the standard 

default print that is assumed. The print tag also does NOT automatically escape text 

to HTML.  

� variable - prints the content of the specified variable 

� text - prints the specified text 

� value - synonym for text 

� crop - crops the text printed to X characters 

� count - prints the text X times 

� start - starts printing at the X character (opposite of crop) 

� type - special formatting options 

• javascript - prints out the text with ‘ “ \r \n escaped as a JavaScript hex string 

• date - prints out the value as a date. Use format to specify date format.  

• bytes - prints out 100KB, or 100bMb, etc. based on number 

• integer - prints out integer number with commas (100,000) 

• url - prints out a URL in URL encoded format OR based on the value of 

format.  

� format - format when printing out a date or URL - see Date tag for details on the 

date format. For type=“url” select one of the following: 

• Using http://www.domain.com/root_folder/middle_folder/top_folder/filename.html?test=1 

• domain - prints www.domain.com 

• root_folder - prints root_folder 

• folder - prints /root_folder/middle_folder/top_folder 

• folder:2 - prints middle_folder or second folder from root 
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• folder:-2 - prints middle_folder or second folder from top 

• top_folder - prints top_folder 

• path - prints /root_folder/middle_folder/top_folder/filename.html 

• filename - filename.html 

• label - filename 

• extension - html 

• args - test=1 

� case - specifies the case to convert to before printing out the text. 

<#print variable=“result.title”#>  

<#print variable=“result.title_context” crop=80#> 

<#print type=“integer” text=100000#> prints 100,000 

alert('<#print type=“javascript” text=result.url#>'); 

<#print variable=“result.size” type=“bytes”#> prints 34K or 100b or 

4.5M etc 

<#print variable=“result.date” type=“date” format=“MM/DD/YY HH:MI am”#> 

querystring exclude=“text text text”  

Prints the querystring passed into the search template excluding the names specified 

by exclude. This tag provides an easy way to create links that contain the “stage” 

passed into the template and avoids you having to hand-code each argument into 

the URL.  

<a href=“http://search.crownpeak.com/cpt_search/more?<# querystring 

#>“>More &gt;&gt;</a>  

random min=X max=X 

Prints a random number from min to max.  

<img src=“/dont_cache_image.gif?<# random #>“> 

rowcolor odd=“text” even=“text” 

Provides a quick way of toggling between two colors while printing out HTML table 

rows.  

<#foreach variable=“results”#> 

<tr bgcolor=“<#rowcolor odd=“FF0000” even=“00FF00#>“> 

  <td><#foreach_count#>.</td> 

  <td><# foreach.title #></td> 

</tr>   

<#/foreach#>  

set undefined=“variable” cookie=“text” variable=“text” value=“text” 

text=“text” default=“text” append=“text” replace=“text” 

with=“text” start=X end=X left=X right=X split=“text” index=X  

Provides a way to set/alter variables.  

� undefined - undefine the specified variable 
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� cookie - set the cookies value 

� variable - the variable to set besides cookie and undefined 

� text  - the text to assign to the variable 

� value - synonym for text 

� default - if the value or text specified evaluates to null then use the default 

instead. This is a shorthand instead of using “if isnotnull.” 

� append - appends the value or text to the specified variable 

� replace - replaces the specified text 

• with - what to replace the text with 

� start - skip the first X characters when setting 

� end - stop at X characters 

� left - assign only the left X characters 

� right - assign only the right X characters 

� crop - stop setting after X characters 

<#set variable=“count” value=“0”#> 

<#set variable=“title” text=result.title default=“Unknown Title”#> 

search fieldname=“text” use=“variable” sortby=“fieldname” 

sortdir=“asc|desc” language=“language” page=X pagesize=X 

match=“matchtype” promotions=“variable” acronyms=“variable” 

spelling=“variable” related=“variable” cluster=“text” 

cluster_id=“text” guided=“text”  

� fieldname - specifies what to match on. This represents any content field that can 

be used to filter all site documents. You can specify as many as 256 fields to use 

when searching for content. Note that different field types can be used. 

� use - specifies what variable to place the search results 

� sortby - the content field on which to sort the results 

� sortdir - the direction of the sort: Asc, or Desc 

� language - specifies the specific page language in which to return results. A 

page's language is determined by using keyword probes for a specific language. 

A language can be one of: 

• Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Norwegian Portuguese, 

Spanish, Swedish, Finnish, Polish 

� page - the current page of results 

� pagesize - the number of results per page to return 

� match - the type of match to perform 

• best - shows best document matches first (exact, all, any, partial, etc.) 

• exact - returns documents that only match the query exactly 

• all - returns documents that contain all words in the query 

• any - returns documents that contain any of the words in the query 
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� promotions - specifies the variable to use to store any matched promotions 

� acronyms - specifies the variable to use to store any suggested acronyms 

� spelling - specifies the variable to use to store any suggested spelling corrections 

� related - specifies the variable to use to store any suggested related terms 

� cluster - specifies the variable to use to store the HTML for the cluster tree 

� cluster_id - specifies the variable that contains which cluster is currently open 

� guided - specifies the array used to store the results for use with the guided nav 

tag. 

<# search  

page=cgi.page  

subject=cgi.subject 

title=cgi.q  

body=cgi.q  

use=“results”  

cluster_id=cgi.cluster_id  

cluster=“ctext”  

promotions=“promo” 

related=“related”  

spelling=“spelling”  

acronyms=“acronyms”#>   

Note that subject, title, body are content fields. Subject is a list 

while title and body are free text matches. 

 


